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A Froebelian 
approach to play 
and learning 

 
 

Play is the highest level of child development. It is the 
spontaneous expression of thought and feeling - an expression 
which his inner ljfe requires ... It promotes enjoyment, 
satisfaction, serenity, and constitutes the source of all that can 
benefit the child ...At this age play is never trivial; it is serious 
and deeply significant. 

(Froebel, in Lilley 1967: 84) 
 

Froebel developed his ideas on play from observing children closely 
and by thinking about and reflecting on play in relation to the ideas of 
his time. So what did Froebe! believe was the deep significance of play? 

 
 

Froebel's ideas on play 
 

Play builds on the young child's innate impetus for self-activity. 
In play the whole child is active - moving, feeling, thinking and 
willing are integrated. 
Self-chosen play activities help develop determination, concentra- 
tion and persistence. 
Play helps children reflect on and understand themselves as well as 
the world around them. It makes the 'outer' inner and the 'inner' 
outer. 
Play is increasingly social and fosters friendship, fairness, under- 
standing of rules and care for others. 
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Play encourages close relationships  between adults and  children. 
It helps adults gain insight into the minds and future minds of 
children. 
Play helps develop an awareness of symbols and symbolic thought 
where children operate at their highest level. 
Adults have a critical role in valuing, supporting and extending play 
through the provision of play material, indoors and outdoors, and 
through informed, sensitive observation and interaction. 
When children have little or no opportunity for play, the pattern of 
their development can be disturbed and distorted. 

(Adapted from Froebel's writings, in Lilley 1967) 
 

Froebel's ideas on play anticipated those of Vygotsky, who also argued 
that 'play is the leading form of development in  young  children' 
(1978: 70). Play is also an essential characteristic of effective  learn- 
ing and teaching in the Early Years Foundation Stage framework in 
England (Department for Education 2014). 

 
 

Free-flow play 
 

Tina Bruce, a prominent Froebelian educator and author, identifies 
what she calls 'free-flow play'. This view of play emphasises the freedom 
which is essential in play, for children to choose, take control, explore, 
create, imagine and go beyond the here and now. It  also emphasises 
the importance of ' flow' - the intense focused involvement experienced 
when the players are totally absorbed in the play and which can bring 
great satisfaction. The term 'free-flow' also refers to the dynamic quality 
of play. Play flows, often in unpredictable ways, through space and over 
time, indoors and outdoors. It connects different aspects of experience 
and ideas. 

Bruce draws on Froebel's ideas as well as on current tl1eory and 
research to identify t\velve key feau1res of free-flow play. She emphasises 
the choice and control  in play,  the  absence of any  pressure to  conform 
to external rules and the importance of children keeping hold of their 
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own play agenda so that it is not taken over by adults. Rich play devel- 
ops when adults and children play together, respecting each other's 
ideas. Play takes children into a world of pretence where they imagine 
other worlds and create stories of possible and imagined worlds beyond 
the here and now. 

Bruce argues that play is an integrating mechanism which helps 
children coordinate their ideas and feelings and make sense of their 
relationships with family, friends and culture. Play promotes flexible, 
adaptive, imaginative, innovative behaviour and makes children into 
whole people, able to keep balancing their lives in a fast-changing world 
(Bruce 2004: 149- 150, 2011a: 58-59). 

 
 

Play builds on rich, first-hand experience 
 

Although play is central to a Froebelian approach, the provision of play 
materials alone is not sufficient. Play thrives on first-hand experience 
and it is this which children draw on in their play. Froebel noted that 

 

Figure 3.1 Play thrives on rich, first·hand experience 
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'play, which reflects the free activity of the child's mind, must give back 
again that which education and experience have taught him' (Froebe!, 
in Lilley 1967: 167). This means that play is a way of drawing together 
aspects of experience and learning and reflecting on them. 

In a Froebelian approach, meaningful, authentic new experiences are 
carefully planned to extend children's understanding and providea rich 
resource for play. This can be seen in the following example. 

 
 

A nursery school in London used an incubator to   hatch chicken's 
eggs  (see Figure  3.1). The children  were  involved  in  marking 

the eggs with a circle or a cross, turning the eggs twice daily, 
spraying them with water, watching the embryo develop. They 

listened  to  the  tapping of  the  beak  on  the  shell and watched   
the eventual cracking and hatching of the chicks. The children 
helped care for the newly hatched chicks and observed their 

development before returning the  chicks  to  a  local  farm. This 
was a very powerful experience which provoked much talk, play 

and representation. 
Otis, aged 4, drew the chicks hatching out of the eggs, show- 

ing the passage of time from initial cracking to eventual hatching 
(Figure 3.2). On seeing the drawing, his mother told us that she 
had seen him playing with a friend in a cupboard at home. They 
hid quietly in the dark cupboard before dramatically throwing 
open the cupboard doors and jumping o ut. Asked what they wer 
e doing in the cupboard, Otis replied, 'We were being chicks and 
waiting twenty-o ne days to hatch'. 

 
 

This example illustrates the connection between a powerful fisr- t 
hand experience, spontaneous play and representation. Play and 
drawing are tools for thinking about and trying to understand an aspect 
of experience - waiting a long time, the chick enclosed in the  dark- 
ness of the egg, inside the incubator then bursting out into space and 
light. Through play, talk and representation Otis selected an aspect of 
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experience and made it his own, reflecting on it, clarifying it to himself 
and communicating it to others. This is what Froebel meant when he 
referred to making the outer world inner, and the inner world outer - 
and being able to see a connection between the two. 

Within this example there are some important principles of a 
Froebelian approach to play: 

 
Rich, first -hand experience is a significant resource for play. 
Play helps build connections between the outer world of new expe- 
riences and the inner world of ideas and feelings. 
Representation using different media, in this case talk, drawing and 
dramatic play, deepens understanding. 

 
 

Figure 3.2 Representing the chicks hatching out of eggs in 
the incubator and the passage of time 
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Exploring, experimenting and trying things out 
 

Play allows children to be active, to take control, to explore, experiment 
and try things out. Play allows children to set and pursue their own 
tasks and to solve problems which are real and  meaningful  to  them.  
In the course of their play children develop their understanding of the 
world and of themselves as the following two examples illustrate. 

 
 

The children in Figure 3.3 tried to collect water from a small water 
fountain, using a bucket. However, every time they tipped the 
bucket the water ran out and they were left with nothing. This was 
a problem. They found a plastic tube nearby and with much dif- 
ficulty they attached a tube to the water fountain and then worked 
together to get the water to flow through the tube into the bucket. 
They noticed that when the tube was lifted, the water stopped 
flowing and when the tube was lowered the flow of water returned. 

 
 

Figure 3.3 Finding and solving problems together - learning from mistakes 
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In this example the children collaborate together  to solve a prob- 
lem which is meaningful to them. They learn thro ugh trial and error 
and repetition. They have an emerging understanding of a relationship 
between the height of the tube and the flow of the water but it will take 
much more experience before this cause and effect relationship is well 
understood. 

Within this example there are some important principles of a 
Froebelian approach to play: 

 
Time for play helps develop persistence, concentration and 
determination. 

Play encourages collaborative problem solving and sharing of ideas. 
Play helps adults understand children's emerging ideas of how and 
why things work. 

 
 

The 2-year-old boy in Figure 3.4 was fascinated by the spiral 
movement of the water in the fountain. He picked a daisy and 
dropped it on the water,  watching  the  spiraling  movement  as the 
daisy spun round in the water. His attention was focused and" inten 
t. He repeated his experiment over and over again, fetching more 
daisies to drop on the water and sharing his excitement with _ his 
friend. 

 
 

In this example a 2-year-old is deeply involved in a self-chosen task 
and is not distracted by things happening  around  him.  Play  allows 
him to wonder 'what if?' - to try things  out  and  repeat  his experi- 
ment over and over again. Further observation may reveal a pattern to 
his play, with persistent interest in things that rotate.  Research  from 
the Froebel Early Education project directed by Chris Athey (2007) 
identified a fascination with  things  that  rotate as one  of the schemas 
or patterns of repeatable behaviour that is evident in young children's 
play. A Froebelian approach is to observe, identify particular schemas 
and extend them in worthwhile ways, for example by making further 
provision of things that spin round. 
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Figure 3.4 Play allows this 2-year-old to explore his 
own ideas and wonder 'what if?' 

 
Within this example there are some important principles of a 

Froebelian approach to play: 

Informed observation is valuable in identifying possible patterns in 
children' s play. 
Play allows children to wonder 'what if?' and repeat their experi- 
ments over and over again. 
Adults can tune into children's fascinations and ' persistent concerns' 
(Athey 2007). 
Adults can extend children's play in worthwhile ways. 

 
 

Playing imaginatively and developing symbolic 
thought 

Three-year-old Lorenzo loved to play 'going to bed' with an old 
cardboard box outdoors on the grass. The play involved crawling 
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into the box, shutting the flaps (blinds) and saying 'night night' 
to the adult playing with him. After a long pause the flaps were 
thrown open with loud exclamations of 'it's morning time'. 
They both ate breakfast using a leaf for toast, a small twig for a 
knife, and poured imaginary milk into imaginary cups. Later, 
the box became the TV and a small mark on the side of the box 
was used as the on/ off switch. They stared at the rectangular 
shape as Lorenzo joyfully described the programs and 
characters. After an imaginary bath, with lots of rubbing with 
pretend shampoo and using petals for pretend soap, the twigs 
came into use again as toothbrushes, on to which was squeezed 
imaginary toothpaste before the 'going to bed' ritual was 
enacted again. This play was varied and repeated again and 
again. 

 
 

In this example Lorenzo is a confident user of symbols - using 
objects to stand for something else. A familiar and everyday event in his 
life can be replayed and varied, as long as the logic of the sequence is 
followed. 'No, it's not bed time we haven't had our  bath  yet.' Lorenzo 
is learning that he can shape the play and can accept or reject the ideas 
of the adult. 

Significantly, he is experiencing the joy of entering into the conspir- 
acy of pretense with another player, when minds meet in an imagined 
world at the same time as objects are manipulated in  the  real world. 
He is learning to think in flexible, abstract ways rather than being con- 
strained by everyday reality. 

Within this example there are some important principles of a 
Froebelian approach to play: 

 
The immense significance of play in helping develop symbolic 
thought and abstract thinking. 
The value of adults and children playing together, as  long  as  the 
child keeps control of the play agenda. 
The importance of open-ended, freely available materials as rich 
and flexible resources for play. 
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Play and storytelling 
 

What is this play of  the  little ones?  It is the  great drama of life itself. 
(Froebel, cited in Liebschner  1992: 21) 

 
Narrative and storytelling underpin much of children's pretend play, 
particularly when children play with 'small world' props or collaborate 
together in a shared play scenario. They spend much time negotiating 
the characters, plots and scripts of the play, as well as acting within it. 

 
 

A group of boys used the hollo w trunk of a dead willow tree as a 
prop for their play (Figure 3.5). They filled the space with blue. 
ceanothus flowers from a nearby bush. First tl1ey made poison, 
tl1en magic medicine. A complex narrative unfolds: 

 
Boy A: Let's say this is the cave and the big bad wolf lives here. 
Boy B: Yeah and he has poison. 
Boy A: Yeah and he has poison plants which kill people. 
Boy B: Yeah and he poisons people, poisons people, poisons 

people. 
Boy A: Yeah and they die like this (gestures witi1 his hand to his 

throat). Don't they? 
Boy C: But tl1e magic medicine makes them OK again, doesn't it? 
Boy A: No, we haven't got magic medicine. 
Boy C: Mix it. We need to mix it. 
Boy A: Yeah we need water, don' t we? (He fetches a small cup, 

transforms a piece of bark into a tap and fills the cup witl1 
pretend water which is then poured into tl1e tree trunk.) 

Boy B: Magic medicine, magic medicine, magic ... 
Boy C: I'll put a spell on you! 
Boy A: I'll put a spell on you! 
Boy A: The wicked wolf can catch you and eat yo u up. 
Boy B: Yeah, eat you up. 
Boy C: But magic medicine makes you 'live again. 
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In this extract from a long episode of exciting play, tl1e boys are involved 
in using symbols - transforming simple features of their environment 
into props for their play such as a piece of bark to stand for a  tap 
(Figure 3.5). They are negotiating, at an abstract level, the scene, 
characters and plot for their story. They enjoy the alliterative power of 
language in their repetition of 'poison plants' and 'magic  medicine'. 
They are exploring universal themes of good and evil, life and death, 
capture and rescue. All these are significant features which underpin 
'storying' and emerging literacy. 

The boys' story is acknowledged, valued and written down to be dis- 
cussed at a later time. This helps to reinforce the idea that the boys are 
good storymakers and therefore can become good storywriters. This is 
very different from approaches that ignore or reject many of tl1e themes 
of boys' play or which restrict such play with requests to 'stop that, play 
nicely' . 

Play reflects on the big themes of life and death, good and evil, cour- 
age and fear, power and wealness. 

 
If we fail to nurture this deep abiding need of children to play in 
this way we do them harm ... it is a powerful way for children to 
learn very deep ly about the nature of friendship, to understand emo 
- tions, to represent, to create, to think, to empathize, to develop as 
talkers, writers and readers. 

(Tess Robson, cited in Trudell 2010: 209) 
 

Within this example there are some important principles of a Froebelian 
approach to play: 

In their free play, children can explore powerful themes and emo- 
tions. Recognising and working with such themes is important t so 
that some boys' play in particular is not marginalised . 
Close observation helps adults tune in to and understand the 
themes of the play. 
Children use features of their environment as symbols in their play. 
Play includes plots, characters and scripts and is strongly linked 
with narrative and emerging literacy. 
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Figure 3.5 A hollow tree talk offers many opportunities 
for storytelling and symbolic thinking 

Inset: Using symbols - transforming a piece of 
bark into a pretend tap 

Playing with ideas 
 

Children play with ideas as well as with things around them. As soon as 
they know how something is meant to  be it is fun to turn it around and 
to play with it. They t urn ideas upside down, make nonsense and enjoy 
the ridiculous and the absurd, at the same time recognising the sense 
behind the non sense. This love of nonsense is a characteristic of child- 
hood, whether 2-year-old s laughing as they put socks on their hands 
and gloves on their feet or 4-year-olds enjoying making up new words, 
as in this cheeky play with words: 

lckety, pickety pop, the dog has swallowed the mop, 
Ickety picket)' poo, the dog has swallowed you, 
Ickety pickety wee, the dog has swallowed me. 

Such playful exchanges often focus o n rules, make connections between 
different aspects of experience and create enjoyable absurdities. The 
following example illustrates how play with ideas builds connections. 

 
 
 

Laura, aged 5, wrote a story about a playgroup which was on 
fire (Figure 3.6). The people dialled 666 to call the police - and 
the policeman arrived upside down. Here, Laura knows that 
666 is 999 upside down. She uses this knowledge to create an 
incongruous im age which has the semblance of a logical con- 
nection but clearly is not . She can mentally reverse numbers 
and ideas and play with them. The resulting idea is fun to share 
with others. 

 
 
 

Such play with ideas develops into philosophical wanderings as chil- 
dren increasingly explore the world through language.  A 4-year-old 
girl played with what she knew about hot and cold as she washed her 
hands at the sink. 
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Figure 3.6 Playing with ideas, turning things upside down 

and making nonsense 
 
 
 

Hot and cold make warm doesn't it? But when you have warm 
you can't get the hot and cold back again, can you? 

 
 
 

Within these examples there are some important principles of a 
Froebelian approach to play: 

Children are encouraged to push out boundaries and toy  with 
ideas. 
Play helps develop flexible, innovative, creative ways of thinking. 
Play helps chjldren to know things in deeper and more reflective 
ways. 
An atmosphere of playful nonsense can be an important way of 
building close relationships. 
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Making effective provision for play 
 

A Froebelian approach places a strong emphasis on rich first-hand 
experience, a challenging play environment, and informed, sensitive adult 
interaction. 

 
Making time 

 
A Froebelian setting is organised to ensure extended pe1iods of time for 
play. Play needs time to get going and develop. It does not thrive if it is 
squeezed into short time slots. Even when time is available, constant inter- 
ruptions can disrupt play and inhibit its potential. In contrast, extended 
periods of uninterrupted time allow for engagement and involvement. 

 
Making space 

 
Play needs sufficient space both indoors and outdoors. Such space should be 
flexible and adaptable to reflect the unpredictable and idiosyncratic nature 
of play which ebbs and flows in many possible directions. Play also requires 
a mental space where it is permissible to be creative and toy with ideas, 
where laughter and humour are valued, not frowned upon as ' bein g silly'. 

 
Allowing play to flow through space and over time 

 
Froebel argued that all play links and connects. Play is not static and 
what might start in one area can quickly flow into other areas: 

 
 

Two 3-year-old boys mixed water and sand together to make 
'dinner'. They spread the mixture in some flat boxes and then 
fetched bottle tops and small pieces of coloured paper from the 
nearby workshop area to sprinkle on the top. These were taken to 
the block area, slid inside a hollow block to 'cook' and then trans- 
ported around the garden on trucks before being delivered to the 
home corner with a flourishing announcement of ' Pizza delivery!' 
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Here, the adult supported the logical sequence of the play and allowed 
it to develop complexity. Where adults insist that materials always stay in 
their allotted area and are used only for one purpose then play can lack 
complexity and become stuck and stereotyped. Adults can help children 
understand that some resources can be moved and returned to their place 
of storage whereas other more precious resources need to stay put. 

 

Giving play status 
 

Children quickly learn how adults view play. If adults rarely engage 
with play, are mentally absent when watching play or require work  to 
be completed before play can begin, then this sends strong signals that 
play has little value and that real learning happens elsewhere. Similarly 
when adults over-organise and direct the play or insist on achieving 
pre- planned learning outcomes, then children begin to see that their 
own ideas are of little value and that play is something that adults 
organise 
and control. 

Documenting play through photos, books, displays, video and 
PowerPoint presentations allows it to be shared and discussed with par- 
ents, visitors and the local community. Some Froebelians have set up 
exhibitions on aspects of play in local libraries or community centres. 
Froebel took children to play in the village square so that he could 
explain the value of play to local people. 

 

Ensuring a rich play culture 
 

Play thrives in a culture where imagination and creativity are valued, 
where there is a shared sense of joy in wondering and discovering, 
where relationships are warm and responsive and where both adults and 
children are willing to take some risks and be adventurous. 

A literacy-rich environment of exciting stories, scripts, characters and 
plots provides a shared context for children to use and adapt for their 
own play scenarios. Stories enrich play but play also enriches storytelling 
as children accumulate a bank of draft scripts, plots and characters 
which they can use in their storymaking. 
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Observing, supporting and extending the play 
 

Bruce argues that the role of the adult is to 'observe, support and extend' 
(Bruce 1997: 97). This appears deceptively simple yet is extraordinar- 
ily complex. It requires knowledge of children's play, openness to its 
themes, a willingness to relinquish control, and the sensitivity to see 
when players are best left alone or when they may need some support. 
Informed observation is central and helps adults to understand chil- 
dren's learning and make connections with areas of the curriculum 
where appropriate. Children require both the freedom to pursue their 
own ideas as well as the support and guidance of adults. Chapter 10 
examines the role of the adult in more depth. 

 
 

Conclusion 
 

This chapter has examined the significant contribution that Froebel and 
Froebelians today have made to our thinking about play. A Froebel 
approach is not about directed, guided, overly structured or planned 
play. It is not about adult tasks dressed up as 'playful learning'. Nor is it 
about leaving children to play on their own while adults do something 
else. Rather, it is about starting where children are in their play, but 
recognising the power of play to take children to new levels of thinking, 
feeling, imagining, creating and communicating. It is about developing 
play in ways that are meaningful and supportive and which allow chil- 
dren to keep control of their own play. Pla y requires a rich environment 
to flourish and this is the focus of the next chapter. 

 
 

Bringing the Froebel approach to play and learning 
 

Do children in your setting get really engrossed in self-chosen 
activity? Can play 'flow' or is it frequently interrupted? 

How can you foster toddlers' and young children's symbolic play? 
Are there sufficient o pen-ended resources for children to trans- 
form? Do adults model pretend play? 
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